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Abstract
Background: FORMIN proteins, which are composed of proteins containing FH1 and FH2 domains, play crucial roles in the growth and development of
organisms. However, the functions of FORMINs in rice (Oryza sativa) remain largely unclear.

Results: In this study, a total of 17 FORMIN genes were identi�ed in rice, OsFH17 was the �rst time identi�ed in this study. In addition, the distribution on
chromosomes, gene structure, as well as conserved motifs of rice FORMINs was investigated. According to their protein structural and phylogenetic features,
these 17 rice FORMIN genes were classi�ed into two distinct subfamilies. Subcellular localization prediction showed that rice FORMINs were located in
cytosol, golgi, endoplasmic reticulum, extracellular, and vacuole. Protein protein interaction (PPI) prediction results shown that FORMIN protein might answer
hormone signals and be involved in cytoskeleton dynamics regulation and cell wall morphology regulation. The results of silico analysis and qRT-PCR
con�rmation of the gene expression showed that the expression of rice FORMINs were related to their tissue distribution. Moreover, OsFH3, OsFH5 and OsFH7
were upregulated under phytohormone treatments.

Conclusions: Overall, our research may shed light on the understanding and further investigation of the biological functions of rice FORMINs.

Background
Actins play critical roles in cellular activities such as cytoskeleton construction, cell division, and cell polarized growth[1–7]. As actin-binding proteins (ABPs),
FORMINs funtion as actin-�lament nucleators that bind to the barbed ends of actin �laments to promote the polymerization and elongation of actin
�laments[8]. Therefore, FORMINs are extremely paramount to regulate cell polarized growth, cytokinesis, and cell migrations [1, 5, 9, 10].

Plant FORMINs are much different from the ones in animals or fungi[11, 12]. For example, FORMINs in plants do not have GTPase binding domain (GBD),
diaphanous inhibitory domain (DID), or diaphanous auto-regulatory domains (DAD)[13]. Instead, phosphatase tensin (PTEN) domain could be found in some
plant FORMIN proteins but not in animal or fungal FORMIN proteins[10, 14]. Besides, comparing to the GTPase binding and activation of the animal FORMIN
model, how plant FORMINs are activated remains unclear, as no GTPase binding domain has been found in plant FORMINs yet[15].

Although some studies have been done to identify the members or to explore the functions of FORMIN genes, The knowledge of plant FORMIN genes is far to
be clear[16]. For example, it has been reported that there are 21 and 16 FORMIN genes that have been identi�ed in arabidopsis and rice genomes
respectively[13]. But only 3 of the 16 rice FORMIN genes have been experimentally explored for theirs functions. OsFH1 is involved in the polarized elongation
of root hairs, loss-of-function of OsFH5 gene resulted in irregular cell growth in leaf sheath and shorter cells in inner husks, and OsFH15 is involved in seed
size regulation by interacting with actin �laments and microtubes[17–19]. Therefore, the functions of rice FORMIN genes are far to be clear. To further
elucidate the functions of rice FORMINs, both bioinformatics and molecular biological strategies were employed in this study. The cis-acting elements,
temporal and spatial expression pattern and the conserved protein domains of rice FORMIN genes or proteins were analyzed along with the prediction
analysis of the proteins that interact with rice FORMIN proteins. Our study may provide new insights for understanding how FORMINs function during rice
growth and development.

Results
Identi�cation and Phylogenetic Analysis of FORMIN Genes

We used the Formin homology 2 (FH2) pro�le of FH2 domain (PF02181) from Pfam (https://pfam.xfam.org/) database as reference sequences to extract rice
FORMIN family members by using TBtools and GenomeNet with default parameters. The FORMIN proteins of Cyanidioschyzon merolae (red alga),
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker's yeast), Physcomitrella patens (P. patens), Selaginella moellendor�i (spike moss), Medicago truncatula (barrel medic),
Lotus japonicus (L. japonicus), Zea may (maize) and Arabidopsis thaliana (arabidopsis) were downloaded from genome database and veri�ed by TBtools
software with default parameters. A total of 17 proteins were identi�ed belonging to the FORMIN gene family in rice, OsFH17 was the �rst time identi�ed in
this study. The results shown that the number of rice FORMIN’s amino acids ranged from 364 to 1511 (Table 1). Furthermore, we identi�ed 3, 2, 8, 5, 15, 14, 20
and 21 FORMIN proteins in red alga, baker's yeast, P. patens, spike moss, barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize and arabidopsis, respectively. In order to explore the
evolutionary relationships of the FORMIN gene family, an unrooted phylogenetic tree was constructed using the full length FORMIN protein sequences from
these nine selected species (Figure 1). Obviously, all 105 proteins were divided into two major clades, clade I including type I FORMIN subfamily and clade II
including type II FORMIN subfamily (Figure 1). Regarding the 17 rice FORMIN proteins, they were divided into two types (type I, type II) as well. Type I FORMIN
family consists of OsFH3, OsFH5, OsFH6, OsFH7 and OsFH12. Type II consists of OsFH1, OsFH2, OsFH4, OsFH8, OsFH9, OsFH10, OsFH11, OsFH13, OsFH14,
OsFH15, OsFH16 and OsFH17 (Figure 1 ).

Interestingly, type II FORMIN proteins were not found in red alga, baker's yeast and spike moss. Besides, P. patens contained 6 type II FORMIN proteins.
Moreover, rice, barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize and arabidopsis all contained over 6 type II FORMIN proteins. In addition, the survey of eumycophyta and
plant genomes for FORMIN genes indicated that the numbers of type I and type II FORMIN genes in the angiosperm were more than the ones in gymnosperm
and eumycophyta (Figure 2). These results imply that FORMIN genes had been diverged during evolution, probably deriving from family expansion and
domain acquisition.

Gene structure or conserved domains of FORMIN Genes or FORMIN proteins

The analyses of gene structure and gene phylogenetic relation could help us to better understand the function or evolution of less explored genes. Therefore,
an NJ tree was generated with MEGA7 using all the FORMIN protein sequences from rice genome, and the structure of these genes was constructed as well
(Figure 3). As shown in Figure 3, the distribution of exons and introns of rice was variable, and the number of exons and the length of sequences of these
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FORMIN genes were widely ranged between two subclasses. Type I FORMIN subfamily includes 2 genes with 1 exon, 8 genes with 3 exons, 1 gene with 4
exons and 1 gene with 5 exons. Whereas the type II includes 1 gene with 5 exons, 1 gene with 12 exons, 1 gene with 13 exons and 2 genes with 15 exons
(Table 1).

Besides the study of gene structure features, the full-length sequences of rice FORMIN proteins were submitted to MEME website for architecture analysis. The
results indicated that ten conserved motifs were identi�ed in these rice FORMIN family proteins, and the differences of motifs between type-I and type-II
FORMINs were signi�cant. Such as motif 5 and motif 9 were unique to type-I, FORMINs while motif 10 was speci�c to all type-II FORMINs. Meanwhile, in the
same subfamily, the same type and distribution mode of motifs were shared, indicating that the protein architecture of these rice FORMIN proteins were highly
conserved within a speci�c subfamily.

Table 1
The gene and protein features of FORMIN family members in rice

Gene
name

RAP-ID Chromosome
localization

CDS
length
(bp)

Exon
number

Protein
length (aa)

Protein
MW (kDa)

Isoelectric
Point (pI)

Subcellular
localization

GOterms

OsFH1 Os01g0897700 Chr1 2883 3 961 101642 9.1195 cytosol C:extracellular

OsFH2 Os04g0461800 Chr4 2502 3 834 88899.1 8.5935 golgi C:extracellular

OsFH3 Os10g0119300 Chr10 1161 13 387 43312 5.9619 cytosol C:nucleus

OsFH4 Os10g0347800 Chr10 2550 3 850 90280.9 9.7161 cytosol C:extracellular

OsFH5 Os07g0596300 Chr7 1914 4 638 70922.8 4.3667 cytosol C:chloroplast
thylakoid lumen

OsFH6 Os08g0280200 Chr8 2682 15 894 95782.6 9.2704 cytosol C:nucleus

OsFH7 Os02g0794900 Chr2 1092 12 364 41156.7 7.7994 cytosol C:nucleus

OsFH8 Os03g0204100 Chr3 1629 1 543 55704.4 10.7337 extracellular C:extracellular

OsFH9 Os08g0431200 Chr8 2649 3 883 97860.1 8.6902 cytosol C:extracellular

OsFH10 Os02g0161100 Chr2 2646 5 882 96463.3 5.7992 golgi C:extracellular

OsFH11 Os07g0545500 Chr7 2790 5 930 100990 8.0425 golgi C:extracellular

OsFH12 Os04g0245000 Chr4 4533 15 1511 165148 5.4272 cytosol C:nucleus

OsFH13 Os07g0588200 Chr7 2325 3 775 83810.3 8.7229 vacuole C:extracellular

OsFH14 Os05g0104000 Chr5 2493 3 831 90221.6 8.4292 endoplasmic
reticulum

C:nucleus

OsFH15 Os09g0517600 Chr9 2367 3 789 84580.3 8.8049 endoplasmic
reticulum

C:extracellular

OsFH16 Os02g0739100 Chr2 2721 1 907 95565.3 10.3198 endoplasmic
reticulum

C:extracellular

OsFH17 Os04g0100300 Chr4 2721 3 907 95753.4 8.338 golgi C:extracellular

In addition, the conserved FH2 domains in all rice FORMIN proteins were also analyzed by using multiple sequence alignment, and the results showed that all
conserved motifs were present in FH2 domains (Figure 3c). It is noteworthy that OsFH12 (belonging to type II FORMIN subfamily) contained a PTEN structure
in its N-terminus (Figure 3C). It was also found that these 17 rice FORMINs were not evenly distributed on the 12 chromosomes of rice (Figure 3D). Twelve of
the rice FORMIN genes were localized on the �rst ten chromosomes, including Chr 1, Chr 2, Chr 3, Chr 4, Chr 5, Chr 7, Chr 8, Chr 9 and Chr 10. None of the rice
FORMINs was found on the chromosome 6, 11 or 12 and no FORMIN gene cluster was found on rice chromosomes (Figure 3D).

Protein-protein Interaction Prediction
To determine the functions of rice FORMIN proteins, protein–protein interaction (PPI) prediction was performed. Among 17 rice FORMIN proteins, three of
them interacted with cell wall morphology regulation-related proteins and proteins involved in auxin (IAA) signal pathways. Totally 11 rice FORMIN proteins
were closely connected with actin polymerization-related proteins, but only OsFH5 interacted with actin-depolymerizing-related proteins. Except for OsFH2 and
OsFH3, other rice FORMINs showed a close relationship with cell cytoskeleton-regulated proteins, which implies the importance of FORMINs in regulating
cytoskeleton dynamics in plants (Table 2). Some protein-protein interaction prediction results were also consistent with previous studies that rice FORMINs are
involved in cell elongation, cell wall loosening and assembly of microtubules and micro�laments[17, 19, 20]. Moreover, the interaction prediction between
FORMIN family members also indicated that there might be interactions between OsFH10, OsFH2, OsFH14, OsFH11, OsFH8 and OsFH15 (see Supplementary
Figure S3, Supplementary Table S2). Such as, OsFH11 was predicted to interact with OsFH14, OsFH2, OsFH15, or OsFH8. OsFH10, OsFH14 and OsFH2 were
predicted to interact with each other.
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Table 2
Analysis of protein-protein interaction of rice FORMINs

Name Formins Actin
related

Microtubule
Related

Cytoskeleton
Structure
Related

Cell Wall
Formation
Related

Exocytic
Vesicles
Plasma
Membrane
Docking
Related

Kinesin-
like
Protein

Tanscription
factor

Silicon
E�ux
Transporter

K+
Channel
Related

Auxin
Signal
Pathway

OsFH1 OsFH5 - KIN5A pro�lin LP04 CESA1,
EXPA17,
BC1L4

- - - - - IAA3

OsFH2 OsFH16 Act - - - SEC10 - - - - -

OsFH3 OsFH14 - - - - - - SH3, TFIIAy - - -

OsFH4 OsFH16 ARP2 - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- SEC10 - - - - -

OsFH5 OsFH1 ARP2,
ADF9

  pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - - BG1

OsFH6 - ARP2 - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - - -

OsFH7 - ARP2 - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - - -

OsFH8 OsFH16 ARP2 - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- SEC10 - - - - -

OsFH9 - ARP2 TUBG2 pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - KIN13B - - - -

OsFH10 OsFH16 ARP2 - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - - -

OsFH11 OsFH12 ARP2 TUBG2 pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - - -

OsFH12 OsFH11 Act - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - LSI3 - -

OsFH13 OsFH16 ARP2 - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- SEC10 - - - - -

OsFH14 OsFH3 - KIN5A pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - FIP2 -

OsFH15 - ARP2   pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - FIP2 BG1

OsFH16 OsFH2,
OsFH4,
OsFH8,
OsFH13

- - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- SEC10 - - - - -

OsFH17 OsFH16 ARP2 - pro�lin
LP04,
pro�lin A

- - - - - - -

Expression pro�les of rice FORMIN genes in different tissues or in response to phytohormone treatments

To understand the temporal and spatial expression patterns of different FORMIN genes, microarray data from the rice XPro database was used to assess the
expression pro�le of these FORMIN genes across different tissues or organs of rice plants (anther, callus, leaf, panicle, pistil, root, shoot and seed), or under a
number of phytohormone treatments (abscisic acid, gibberellin, IAA, brassinosteroid, cytokinin and jasmonic acid). Meanwhile, the tissue speci�city of the
expression of FORMIN genes was also validated through quantitative real time-PCR (qRT-PCR) by using the cDNA from different tissues or organs (whole
seeding, shoot, shoot apices, leaf blade, leaf sheath, root, immature �ower and mature �ower).

The expression analysis data have shown that all these 17 genes were signi�cantly differentially expressed in selected tissues or organs (anther, callus, leaf,
panicle, pistil, root, shoot and seed). OsFH1, OsFH16, OsFH5, OsFH13, OsFH5 and OsFH3 showed relatively higher but variable expression levels in almost all
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selected tissues or organs. The following four genes had relatively higher expression in some speci�c tissues or organs: (i) OsFH17 in the anthers, (ii) OsFH14
and OsFH15 in the calli, and (iii) OsFH7 in the roots.

The qRT-PCR analysis results showed that all these 17 genes could be divided into �ve groups, which include cluster 1 with three genes (OsFH5, OsFH1 and
OsFH2), cluster 2 with two genes (OsFH7 and OsFH10), cluster 3 with one gene (OsFH6), cluster 4 with six genes (OsFH9, OsFH12, OsFH3, OsFH17, OsFH5,
OsFH16, OsFH15) and cluster 5 with �ve genes (OsFH4, OsFH11, OsFH14, OsFH8 and OsFH13) (Figure 4B). From cluster 1 to cluster 4, they exhibited speci�c
expression in the tissues or organs such as immature �owers, shoot apices and leaves. And the genes of cluster 5 showed expression in leaves, immature
�owers and mature �owers.

Phytohormones play crucial roles during rice growth and development. Coincidentally, actin as a downstream element of auxin to regulate plant
morphological changes has been elucidated[21]. To verify whether rice FORMINs were regulated by IAA or other phytohormones, the expression pro�les of rice
FORMINs were systematically established by using microarray data from the RiceXPro. As shown in Figure 4C and D, most rice FORMIN genes were
ubiquitously but differentially expressed under phytohormone treatments. For instance, OsFH3 was induced by all phytohormones in the shoots. OsFH5 was
signi�cantly induced by jasmonic acid (MeJA), gibberellin (GA), IAA and abscisic acid (ABA) in the shoots. OsFH9 showed higher expression levels when
treated with cytokinin (CTK) but was repressed by brassinosteroid (BR), GA, IAA and MeJA. However, it has been noticed that some rice FORMIN genes showed
different expression patterns in roots and shoots. Such as, the expression of OsFH6 was induced by BR in the roots, but it was repressed by GA, IAA, ABA and
MeJA in the shoots. OsFH7 showed positive expression patterns when treated with ABA, GA and MeJA, but it was repressed by IAA in the roots. In the roots,
OsFH10 was upregulated under GA treatment but showed negative expression patterns when treated with IAA, MeJA or BR.

Discussion
In this study, a total of 17 FORMIN family genes from rice have been identi�ed. Syntenic analysis of the FORMIN gene family in species revealed that FORMIN
genes in the plant kingdom were increased during evolution, showing that these genes played a critical role in plants during evolution. As most of the Ka/Ks
ratios were less than 1.0, suggesting the purifying selection within the gene family. All these 17 FORMIN genes were divided into two subfamilies based on
their protein structure. Meanwhile, structural analysis of the FORMIN gene family showed that just 1 gene (OsFH12 of type II) contained PTEN. As research
has shown, PTEN is a potent tumour suppressor found in human cancers[22]. Moreover, the PTENs form dimers in order to bind to the cell membrane[23]. For
the plants, the studies of PTEN in moss have shown that the PTEN domain is able to bind to PI(3,5)P2 to recruit For2 to the plasma membrane, and located in
discrete cortical dots[24]. OsFH12 contain a PTEN domain, which implies that OsFH12 may possess some funciton which is mediated by the ability of lipid-
binding .

The molecular weights and the isoelectric point (pI) of these 17 FORMIN proteins were different (Table 1), Which implied that the difference of rice FORMINs in
the physical and chemical properties. Based on the MultiLoc analysis, we found that the FORMIN family genes were localized in various intracellular
compartments, including endosomes, cytosol, golgi bodies, endoplasmic reticulum, endoplasmic reticulum, extracellular space and the vacuoles (Table 1). As
can be seen, the localization of OsFH5 is in the range of previously reported experimental results, while the results of OsFH1 did not agree with the previous
reports[25]. It was shown earlier that OsFH1 was located on the plasma membrane, but in this research was reported located in the cytosol[17]. We could not
exclude the possibility that these PM-located FORMINs are recruited to different sites by other proteins or that FORMINs may exhibit variable subcellular
localization while at different devleopment stages or under different environmental stimuli. But these results remind us that we cannot ignore the inreliability
of the predicted results by bioinformatics method, which may caused by the complexity of what happen in the cells.

Gene duplication is an important mechanism for increasing genetic variability and creating novel genes. In plants, this mechanism is a signi�cant force in
increasing gene family size and the functional expansion of genomes. In our study, a total of 14, 6, 6, or 2 homolog gene pairs were identi�ed between rice,
maize, barrel medic, L. japonicus and arabidopsis, respectively (Supplementary Figure S2). These results indicated that there was a strong genetic relationship
between FORMIN genes in angiosperm. However, according to colinear analysis, there was no collinearity between rice with other species.

Studies have shown that the rice morphometric variation depends on the dynamic changes of the cytoskeleton[10, 26]. Actually, genetic association studies
also identi�ed FORMIN’s crucial role in cytoskeleton regulation, such as Bni1p in baker's yeast and AtFH5 in arabidopsis[27, 28]. Moreover, gene expression
patterns can provide important insights into the function of plant FORMIN genes. In our study, rice FORMIN gene family members showed differential
expression patterns, no matter based on the data from the rice XPro database or qRT-PCR analysis. XPro database showed that except OsFH16, OsFH17,
OsFH3 and OsFH15 which were highly expressed in differential tissues, other rice FORMIN genes showed low expression levels in all tissues. qRT-PCR results
showed that most genes had higher expression in leaf (OsFH3, OsFH4, OsFH8, OsFH9, OsFH11, OsFH12, OsFH13, OsFH14, OsFH15, OsFH16 and OsFH17).
The expression levels of OsFH3 and OsFH13 in the qRT-PCR analysis were consistent with in silico analysis results, with both high expressions in leaf.
Recently, the AtROP6 have been demonstrated to control interdigitated growth of pavement cells to form jigsaw-puzzle shapes[29, 30]. The ROP-FORMIN
regulation pathways have been clearly clari�ed in baker's yeast[27]. Thus those genes which were highly expressed in the leaf may be invovled in the
pavement cells development. Concurrently, OsFH6 was not expressed in leaf but in leaf sheath, which also suggested the potential function of OsFH6. The
function of FORMINs in the pollen tube has been elucidated in arabidopsis, such as AtFH3 and AtFH5 are involved in the regulation of apical actin
polymerization and actin array construction in pollen tubes[31]. Our qRT-PCR results showed that OsFH1 and OsFH2 were highly expressed in the immature
�ower. However, comparing to the mature �ower, OsFH1 and OsFH2 were relative less expressed in other tissues or organs, implying that OsFH1 and OsFH2
might play crucial roles in the process of rice �ower development.

Nowadays, studies show that actin dynamics is also regulated by phytohormones such as auxin[21]. Thus, plant FORMINs may be involved in this process as
well. Our results showed that the expression patterns of OsFH3, OsFH5 and OsFH9 were altered under phyto-hormones treatments in the shoots. The
expression patterns of OsFH6, OsFH7 and OsFH10 changed under phyto-hormones treatment in the root. Among the FORMIN genes altered in shoot, the
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function of OsFH5 has been demonstrated in early studies[25]. Studies show that OsFH5 participates in the regulation of rice morphogenesis by modulating
the expansion of diffusely growing cells[20]. In contrast, reported studies have also suggested that IAA regulates rice cell expansion[32]. Moreover, the cis-
element analysis showed that the upstream sequence of OsFH5 included IAA-related cis-elements (Supplementary Figure S1). Consequently, OsFH5 was likely
involve in the regulation of IAA-mediated cell expansion. Further, through gene promoter element analysis, the upstream sequence of OsFH3 included ABA,
MeJA and GA related cis-elements. The OsFH7 also contained MeJA and GA related cis-elements, suggesting that the expression of OsFH3 and OsFH7 might
be regulated by phytohormones. Additionally, some environmental stress-related cis-acting elements, like drought-responsive elements, stress-responsive
elements and low-temperature-responsive elements, were also found in the rice FORMIN promoter regions. These results indicated that rice FORMIN genes
might be closely related to the responses to multiple abiotic stresses. Moreover, all rice FORMINs contained a number of light-responsive elements, suggesting
that rice FORMIN genes are important players in the light response of rice.

Overall, in this study, we systematically identi�ed rice FORMIN genes in the rice genome, established a foundation for further investigation of rice FORMIN
genes, and provided novel insights into their biological functions.

Methods

Identi�cation of FORMIN Sequences
Rice sequence-related information (gene sequences, reference genome, protein sequences, annotation and features) was retrieved from the Ensembl plants
database (https://plants.ensembl.org/index.html)[33]. To identify FORMIN proteins in rice, we downloaded the FORMIN homology 2 domain proteins
sequences from Pfam databases as reference sequences. Then the Formin proteins were extracted from the rice genome database by using TBtools (version
1.089) and GenomeNet with default parameters[34]. For phylogenetic analysis, the FORMIN proteins sequences of baker's yeast was downloaded from the
saccharomyces genome database (SGD) (https://www.yeastgenome.org/)[35]. The red alga, P. patens, spike moss, barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize and
arabidopsis were downloaded from the GreenPhyl database (https://www.greenphyl.org/)[36]. All FORMIN proteins used for phylogenetic analysis were
veri�ed through alignment against the FORMIN homology 2 domain proteins sequences.

Sequence Analysis
The length of sequences, molecular weights (MW), and isoelectric point (pI) of FORMIN genes were extracted from RAP-DB (https://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/)[37].
The rice FORMIN genes IDs was used to predict the GOterms of Fomrin genes through the online bioinformatics tool GENE ONTOLOGY
(http://geneontology.org/)[38]. Furthermore, the subcellular localization of rice FORMIN genes were predicted by MultiLoc (http://www-bs.informatik.uni-
tuebingen.de/Services/MultiLoc/)[39]. Then the MEME website (https://meme-suite.org/) was used to identify the conserved motifs of FORMIN genes[40]. To
obtain the cis-acting elements information in rice FORMINs promoters, 2-kb upstream sequences of each rice FORMIN genes were intercepted and submitted
to the PlantCARE database (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/) for further analysis[41].

Multiple Alignments And Phylogenetic Analysis
For phylogenetic analysis, rice FH2 domain sequences of candidate proteins were extracted and aligned with the FH2 domain sequences of red alga, baker's
yeast, P. patens, spike moss, barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize and arabidopsis using ClustaW. The evolutionary tree was constructed by MEGA7.0 with
Neighbor-Joining (NJ) method (1000 bootstrap replications) and visualized by using the iTOL (http://itol.embl.de/)[42].

Chromosome Localization and Gene Duplication Analysis
The physical location information of rice FORMIN genes in the chromosomes was obtained from the genome annotation �les of rice. The genome sequences
information of baker's yeast, P. patens, barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize and arabidopsis FORMIN was downloaded from the Ensembl plants database.
Besides, the duplication events within the subgenome was detected by the Multiple Collinearity Scan toolkit (MCScanX) with default settings[43]. Then the
TBtools were used to exhibit the chromosomes distribution and the synteny relationship of orthologous FORMIN genes that identi�ed from baker's yeast, P.
patens, barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize and arabidopsis. Furthermore, KaKs Calculator 2.0 was employed to estimate the non-synonymous (Ka) and
synonymous (Ks) substitution rates of the duplicated FORMIN genes.

Expression Analysis of rice FORMIN Genes in silico

The public available genes expression data of rice in different tissues and in response to different phytohormones were downloaded from the RED database
(http://expression.ic4r.org/) and the rice Xpro database (https://ricexpro.dna.affrc.go.jp/)[44, 45]. Then the values were performed treatment of log2 to
construct the heatmap by the TBtools.

Expression Analysis of rice FORMIN Genes by qRT-PCR

Oryza sativa spp. Japonica cultivar ‘Dongjin’ was used in this study. The full shape and disease-free seeds were selected and planted on one layer of vinyl
mesh that touched the surface of the 1/2 MS solutions (pH 5.8). The growth conditions were set at 28℃ with 16 h light/8 h dark cycle.

After 14 days of cultivation, the plant's whole seeding, shoot, root, shoot apices were selected as samples. After 42 days of cultivation, leaf blade and leaf
sheath were selected as samples. Moreover, 80 days cultivated immature �ower and 100 days cultivated mature �ower also selected as samples.
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Total RNA of the samples was extracted using the Plant RNA miniprep kit. Then the RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo) was used to
synthesize the �rst strand of cDNA from the high-quality DNAfree RNA. qRT-PCR was performed by using qTOWER3G instrument with SYBR Green. The qRT-
PCR reaction conditions were as follows: 95◦C for 2 min; 40 cycles of 95◦C/15 s, 55◦C/15 s, 72◦C/20 s. Every treatment contained three biological replications,
and each analysis was repeated by three times. The data from qRT-PCR was analyzed using the 2 − ΔΔCt method, and the expression levels were represented
by the mean values of the three replicates. The student’s t test was carried out to determine whether the changes in gene expression were signi�cant. The
heatmap of correlations was generated by TBtools. And sequences of the primers used in this study were shown in detail in Supplementary Table S1.

Availability of data and materials
The FORMIN homology 2 domain (PF02181) sequences were downloaded from the Pfam (https://pfam.xfam.org/). The FORMIN amino amcid sequences of
alga, P. patens, spike moss, barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize and arabidopsis were downloaded from GreenPhyl (https://www.greenphyl.org/). The FORMIN
amino acid sequence of baker's yeast was downloaded from the saccharomyces genome database (SGD) (https://www.yeastgenome.org/). Rice sequence-
related information (gene sequences, reference genome sequences, protein sequences, annotation and features) was retrieved from Ensembl plants database
(https://plants.ensembl.org/index.html). The information of sequences length, molecular weight (MW), and isoelectric point (pI) of FORMIN genes and
proteins were extracted from RAP-DB (https://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/). The evolutionary tree was visualized by using iTOL (http://itol.embl.de/). The GO terms
of FORMIN genes were analyzed by the online bioinformatics tool GENE ONTOLOGY (http://geneontology.org/). The subcellular localization of rice FORMIN
genes were predicted by MultiLoc (http://www-bs.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/Services/MultiLoc/). The conserved motifs of FORMIN genes were predicted by
MEME website (https://meme-suite.org/). To obtain the cis-acting elements information of rice FORMINs promoters, 2-kb upstream sequences of each rice
FORMIN genes were intercepted and submitted to PlantCARE database (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/). The publicly available
expression data of rice genes were downloaded from RED database (http://expression.ic4r.org/) and the rice Xpro database (https://ricexpro.dna.affrc.go.jp/).
Public access to all databases is open. All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article (and its Additional �les).
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Figures

Figure 1

Bio Neighbor-Joining (BioNJ) phylogenetic tree (1000 bootstraps), based on FH2 domain of FORMIN genes from baker's yeast, red alga, P. patens, spike moss,
barrel medic, L. japonicus, maize, arabidopsis and rice. The abbreviations of the species are as follows: Cm Cyanidioschyzon merolae (red alga), Pp
Physcomitrella patens (P. patens), Sm Selaginella moellendor�i (spike moss), Mt Medicago truncatula (barrel medic), Lj Lotus japonicus (L. japonicus), Zm
Zea may (maize), At Arabidopsis thaliana (arabidopsis) and Os Oryza sativa (rice).
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Figure 2

A survey of FORMIN proteins across the plant kingdom and eumycophyta. performed by using ensemblplants databases. For con�rmed FORMIN proteins, the
FH2 domains were further screened using AtFHs sequence as query primary sequence and TBtools as the search tool with default parameters. Numbers in
parentheses indicate total FORMIN proteins produced by the indicated plant species. The taxonomic hierarchy of the selected plant species surveyed was
shown at up.
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Figure 3

The gene structure and motif composition of rice FORMIN genes, and chromosomal mapping of FORMIN genes in rice. (3A) OsFHs phylogenetic tree of rice.
The tree was prepared based on the FH2 domains using the Clustal X algorithm. The con�dence of groupings was estimated using 1000 bootstrap replicates.
(3B) The conserved motif analysis of rice FORMIN proteins. (3C) The conserved domain of OsFHs. (3D) Chromosomal mapping of OsFHs in rice.
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Figure 4

Expression pro�les of rice FORMIN genes in different tissues and their response to phytohormone treatment. (4A) Expression pro�les of rice FORMIN genes in
8 different tissues (anther, callus, leaf, panicle, pistil, root, shoot and seed). The data used in the �gure were obtained from the Xpro database. (4B) Gene
expression pro�ling of the rice FORMIN genes in eight different tissues by qRT-PCR (whole seeding, shoot, shoot apices, leaf blade, leaf sheath, root, immature
�ower and mature �ower). (4C) Expression pro�les of OsFHs in rice shoot under different phytohormone treatments. The data used in the �gure were obtained
from the Xpro database. (4D) Expression pro�les of OsFHs in rice root under different phytohormone treatments. The data used in the �gure were obtained
from the Xpro database. All red represents up-regulated genes, and blue is for down-regulated ones.
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